FADE IN
3 guys are in the Café:
The first one(A) is reading a newspaper.
The second one(B) is typing on his computer.
The third one(C) is just looking out of the window holding a cup of coffee.
Then the Girl comes in, who looks beautiful, attractive, and extremely confident. All the guys in the room
are attracted by the Girl and stared at by the Girl. Each of them look at the other two back and forth, and
kind of expresses the defensive attitude of the emotion.
All of the three guys are acting simultaneously.
The Girl walks towards A and the other two guys look jealous and angry. A appears to be very happy. He
stands up and starts juggling. (While the Girl and A are doing these, the other two guys just sits there with
a sad face and do some wired staff.)
The Girl looks at A with a merciful facial expression and walks away, leaving A standing there at a loss.
Then the Girl walks towards B. B bursts into a happy face and tries to offer his seat to the Girl. And the
Girl refuses the seat. Then B use his newspaper to make a paper heart which is terribly ugly.
The Girl then appears to be very uncomfortable seeing that ugly heart and leaves for C. B just standing
there holding the ugly paper heart.
When the Girl sits next to C and gives him a soft look, C sits there doing nothing and tries to appear cool.
C then suddenly moves to the seat next to the Girl and types on his laptop super fast, trying to impress the
Girl with his programming skills.
The Girl rolls her eyes and decides to leave the Cafe. As she does, the Second Girl comes in. The Girl
walks up to her and gives her a hug.
But then the Second Girl spots C, who tries to impress her with his programming skills. It actually
works.
The Second Girl agrees to leave the Café with C. The Girl and the remaining two guys stare forward,
incredulously.
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